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ABSTRACT

The interdependence of water and energy, or the “water-energy nexus”, exacerbates the stress on both fresh water and energy resources. Power plants require high volumes of water for cooling purposes. Treated impaired groundwater is one alternative source of cooling tower make-up water. These water sources often contain high concentrations of low-solubility minerals such as silica. Oversaturation of silica can cause polymerization, leading to colloidal deposits, which are very difficult to remove from surfaces. Water from a geothermal power plant located in northeastern Nevada was selected for this study. Currently, more than 37% of the make-up water in the plant is wasted as blowdown because of the presence of silica, despite chemical treatment with numerous antiscalants. This study explores the best operating conditions of three membrane treatment processes: nanofiltration (NF), ultrafiltration (UF), and membrane distillation (MD) to enhance water recovery and potentially recover colloidal silica for beneficial use. Dow’s NF90 membrane was selected for testing. A model to predict concentrations of silica on the membrane surface was experimentally validated and used to determine an optimal water recovery of 82% for the treated water. The NF concentrate was used as feed in the UF to concentrate colloidal silica. A sustainable UF operation was achieved, demonstrated through 90% water recovery and 0.4%/w colloidal silica in the concentrate—facilitated by chemically enhanced backwashing. UF was also investigated as pretreatment to NF, clarifying NF concentrate and returning the permeate into the NF feed; however, the operation was unsustainable. Lastly, MD was explored as a desalination process for water recovery from NF concentrate, and demonstrated that 95% water recovery can be achieved when treating water containing high concentrations of silica.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In the western United States, where drought is most prevalent, water scarcity is exacerbated by the increasing demand for clean water. Therefore, developing technologies for the treatment of unconventional sources such as impaired groundwater is critical. Currently, the reuse of reclaimed water from municipal and various industrial sources is already being investigated and implemented [1-4]. Membrane desalination technologies are of particular interest because they have demonstrated the ability to treat challenging waste streams [5, 6]. However, despite technological advancements, desalination processes still utilize more energy than conventional water treatment [7]. Desalination processes consume 75.2 TWh of energy per year worldwide, with seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) consuming approximately 3 to 4 kWh/m$^3$ [7, 8]. Meanwhile, as the demand for energy continues to increase, the stress on freshwater resources intensifies. This is also known as the energy-water nexus or “the relationship between how much water is consumed to generate and transmit energy, and how much energy it takes to collect, clean, move, store, and dispose of water” [7, 9].

Renewable energy can be an emerging alternative source of energy to support desalination, and the abundance of geothermal resources across the western U.S. can help offset the strain on other energy sources such as coal, oil, and gas. Geothermal energy offers a surplus of low-temperature heat that is otherwise underutilized because it is unsuitable for power production [10]. Developing desalination technologies capable of utilizing the low-grade heat while producing high quality water could lower operation and maintenance (O&M) costs and reduce the stress on depleting water sources. Although not often considered, 40% of freshwater withdrawals in the western US is used for power plants, which require large volume of water for cooling purposes [11]. Cooling towers lose large volumes of water to evaporation and also produce wastewater in the form of cooling tower blowdown [12].

While the sources of fresh clean water are rapidly declining, treated impaired groundwater and cooling tower blowdown are desired as alternative sources of cooling make-up water. These water sources often contain high concentrations of total dissolved solids (TDS), including calcium, magnesium, and silica, that have high scaling potential [13-15]. Scaling due to silica is a particularly challenging problem because when silica is concentrated beyond its saturation point, it has the potential to form a hard scale that is difficult to remove.

Silicon (Si) is the second most abundant element on earth after oxygen. It is present in most rocks as the mineral quartz, which is composed of the naturally occurring crystalline compound silicon dioxide, SiO$_2$, or more commonly known as silica. Silica is found in most natural water sources due to the dissolution of rock into the groundwater. The hard scale formed by silica is the result of a complex chemistry that occurs when SiO$_2$ is dissolved in water [16]. At low concentrations, it exists as a simple silicate in ionic form (SiO$_4^{4-}$); however, the solubility of silica in water is low with a limit of approximately
120 mg/L [16]. Once silica has passed the point of saturation, it begins to polymerize and to form amorphous colloidal silica [17]. The saturation point of silica and the succeeding induction time of colloid formation depends on many factors, including temperature, pH, concentration, and interactions with other ions present in solution [16]. The solubility of silica increases significantly at higher temperatures and above pH of 9 [16]. Both low and high pH reduce the rates of polymerization, with the highest rates of polymerization occurring at pH of 7.5 [18]. The induction time before polymerization occurs also decreases as the concentration of silica increases [19].

The formation and deposition of colloidal silica is common in desalination processes because of the natural pH of most waters [13], concentration of the ions due to high rejection, and the concentration polarization occurring at the membrane surface [20]. Pressure-driven membrane processes such as reverse osmosis (RO) and nanofiltration (NF) have been proven to remove colloidal silica, but at the expense of reducing water flux due to scaling [21]. Once silica scaling occurs, these membranes become more resistant to simple cleaning methods such as acid washing or commercial cleaners [22]. Pretreatment through coagulation or the use of antiscalants are both viable, but costly and inefficient. Antiscalants become less effective at higher silica concentrations [15] while coagulation incompletely removes silica and produces large amounts of sludge [18, 21, 22]. Therefore, mitigation of colloidal silica is necessary and can be achieved by manipulating the operating conditions of desalination.

pH adjustment techniques could be beneficial for preventing silica scaling; however, softening pretreatment would be necessary to prevent other scaling tendencies that occur at high pH, such as calcium carbonate (CaCO₃) [23]. High concentrations of dissolved solids also cause an increase in osmotic pressure; therefore, limiting water recovery in pressure-driven processes such as RO and NF [13, 24]. Operating NF or RO processes at higher temperatures would be a second strategy for silica scaling mitigation; however, most high-pressure membranes are rated for maximum operating temperatures of 40 °C [25]. The third method for mitigating the formation of colloidal silica would be to impede silica polymerization by operating the membrane processes at a lower recovery and limit the concentrations of silica in the concentrate stream; however, for land-locked states that cannot discharge concentrated brine into the ocean, this presents the challenge of finding an affordable environmental means for disposal of the concentrate brine. Land application is one option for disposal; however, studies have shown that this could negatively impact the soil and the groundwater [26].

One alternative strategy for reducing the environmental impacts of desalination is to employ a zero-liquid discharge (ZLD) operation. Higher water recovery can be achieved by collecting the concentrate from NF or RO and utilizing other desalination processes that are not limited by osmotic pressure and can withstand higher temperatures to increase solubility. One emerging technology is desalination through membrane distillation (MD). MD uses partial vapor-pressure differences across a hydrophobic, microporous membrane to promote water evaporation through the pores and produce high quality water [18]. Unlike its high-pressure-driven competitor, RO, MD operates at near-ambient pressure and can treat higher salinity brines. [27-33]. Although it has been shown to have higher overall energy consumption,
MD relies primarily on low-grade heat. Utilizing the surplus of low temperature geothermal heat can offset the economic costs, putting MD at an advantage.

Another approach for reducing the waste streams from desalination processes is to recover minerals from their brines [34]. The commercial recovery of minerals such as potassium and magnesium salts has already been demonstrated utilizing hypersaline brines from the Great Salt Lake and the Dead Sea [35, 36]. Mineral extraction from some geothermal brines has also been explored [37-39]. Because of the abundance and its unique chemical properties, silica has numerous historical uses, including manufacturing glass, paper, ceramics, and silicones [40]. It is also utilized for concrete and other materials used for construction of buildings and roadways [41]. Therefore, recovering colloidal silica from the geothermal waters could possibly offset the costs of desalination [34]. One method for recovering colloidal silica is to filter high concentration waters using ultrafiltration (UF) [42]. UF is a low-pressure process that utilizes porous membranes to remove nano-scale particles and colloids from water; commonly removing bacteria, viruses, turbidity, and larger particles from source water in municipal and industrial water and wastewater treatment plants [43]. Due to the large pore size, most monovalent and divalent ions, such as sodium, chloride, calcium, and magnesium, pass through the UF membrane [44]. Separating salts from silica solutions will increase the purity and result in a higher market value [34].

The main objective of this study was to investigate the treatment of impaired geothermal waters containing high concentrations of silica by a three-step treatment scheme consisting of NF, UF, and MD. Experiments were performed to optimize water recovery and mitigate membrane scaling for sustainable membrane treatment. Another goal of this study was to demonstrate the ability of UF to recover pure colloidal silica from the NF brine. Membrane performance was assessed by monitoring the rejection of inorganic constituents and the occurrence of membrane scaling, exhibited by water flux decline and increases in transmembrane pressure (TMP).
This chapter discusses the design and operating conditions of three membrane processes in a treatment scheme. Please note that in this section we bundle together the presentation of membrane selection, test apparatus, and experimental procedures for each membrane process tested.

2.1 Solution chemistry and analytical methods

Two types of geothermal waters were used in this study, cooling towers make-up water (MU) and cooling towers brine injection water (BI). Both waters were collected from an Ormat Technologies geothermal power plant in Tuscarora, Nevada. The samples were shipped overnight to Golden, CO. Ion chromatography (IC; ICS-90, Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA) and inductively coupled plasma – atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES; Optima 5300, Perkin-Elmer, Fremont, CA) analyses were conducted on both samples to determine the concentration of major anions and cations, respectively [45]. ICP-AES samples were acidified with nitric acid to a pH of 2.

The sampled waters were then synthetically reproduced (MU-S; BI-S) to match all the constituents and their concentrations to those in the Tuscarora samples (MU-T; BI-T) (Table 2-1). Due to chemical balancing, the only constituents that were substantially different in concentration were sodium and chloride. The synthetic solutions were prepared by initially adding Na$_2$SiO$_3$•5H$_2$O to deionized water. Na$_2$SiO$_3$•5H$_2$O is a base and raises the pH to above 12 for 90 and 220 mg/L solutions. The pH of the solution was then adjusted to approximately 7 using concentrated HCl before adding the other chemicals. Experiments were conducted to compare the performance of the membranes using the field samples and the synthetic solutions. UF and MD experiments were conducted utilizing the synthetic solution at least 24 hours after it was prepared.

Soluble silica concentrations were measured using Silica method 8185 for high range samples (1 to 100 mg/L) and Silica method 8186 for low-range samples (0.010 to 1.6 mg/L) on a HACH DR 5000 spectrophotometer [46]. Total silica and other constituents were measured using IC and ICP methods listed above. Colloidal silica concentrations were than calculated by subtracting soluble silica concentrations from total silica.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na$^+$</th>
<th>K$^+$</th>
<th>Mg$^{2+}$</th>
<th>Ca$^{2+}$</th>
<th>Ba$^{2+}$</th>
<th>Cl$^-$</th>
<th>SO$_4^{2-}$</th>
<th>SiO$_2$</th>
<th>Alkalinity</th>
<th>pH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MU-T</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MU-S</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI-T</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI-S</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>130.4</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1. Water quality of the make-up water and cooling tower brine injection water for the field samples (MU-T; BI-T) and the synthetically matched water (MU-S, BI-S). Concentrations are measured in mg/L and alkalinity is measured in mg/L as CaCO$_3$. 
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Currently the geothermal treatment plant recycles the MU-T water in the cooling tower. Calculated from the flows of the make-up water supply and the cooling water blowdown, more than 37% of the MU-T is lost as blowdown. This corresponds to about 2.7 cycles of the MU-T in the cooling tower before being injected back into the cool water well. Increasing the number of cycles will substantially decrease the amount of water that is withdrawn for cooling water and therefore decrease operation and maintenance costs.

2.1.1 OLI scaling tendency simulations

OLI Stream Analyzer (OLI systems Inc., Cedar Knolls, NJ) was used to estimate the scaling tendency of the T-MU as a function of water recovery and temperature. Stream Analyzer calculates scaling tendency using the saturation ratio (or the ratio of the solution solubility product to the thermodynamic limit based on the thermodynamic equilibrium constant) [47].

2.1.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)

A gel found on the UF membranes after 95% water recovery was collected for analysis. The sample was freeze-dried for 24 hours to preserve structural features of the precipitate (Pecoraro, 1995) using a FreeZone 6 (Labconco, Kansas City, MO) at -50 °C and under constant pressure of 0.12 millibar (mbar). Micrographs were generated with environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM) (Hitachi TM-1000 microscope, Tokyo, Japan). Electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was performed on the micrographs utilizing an XFlash 430H EDS detector (Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA) connected to a computer with QUANTAX 50 microanalysis software. Micrographs were taken at 100x magnification (~1 mm).

2.1.3 Particle analysis

Samples collected from the UF feed after 75 and 95% recovery were shipped to Pall Corporation (Port Washington, NY) for particle analysis. Particle size measurements were performed utilizing a particle sizing systems AccuSizer instrument (Model FX, Santa Barbara, CA). Injection volume was 5 mL.

2.2 Membrane processes

Some of the membrane processes that were tested in this study were utilized in different ways. For example, UF was tested as pretreatment for NF concentrate before returning to the NF feed. It was also tested as a pretreatment for NF concentrate before desalination with MD, and for recovering colloidal silica formed in the NF concentrate or MD concentrate. NF was used for high-recovery desalination of makeup water and in an attempt to increase the recovery by treating the concentrate after UF pretreatment. The performance of the NF membrane using pretreated NF concentrate as feed was compared to the performance of MD also using the pretreated NF concentrate. Therefore, there were two possible treatment schemes as illustrated in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-1. A three-step treatment scheme of the MU-S was investigated in this study. Symbols are further described in each sections test apparatus M&M. In flow scheme (1) the MU-S water is treated using NF or RO and the concentrate is collected in a holding tank before being used as feed for the UF. The UF permeate (MU-S_UFP) is collected and used as feed again in the NF. In flow scheme (2) the MU-S water is again treated utilizing NF or RO and the concentrate is collected in a holding tank. The concentrate remains in the holding tank for more than 24 hours before it is used as feed in the UF. The UF permeate is then used as the feed stream in MD. The concentrate from the MD is collected in the holding tank.

In scheme (1) MU-S water is treated utilizing NF or RO. The concentrate is collected in a holding tank then used as feed for the UF. The permeate from the UF is collected and used as feed in the NF or RO to increase total water recovery and initiating a second cycle between NF and UF. For scheme 2 the first two steps are the same as in scheme 1; however, in scheme (2) the permeate from the UF is collected and used as feed for the MD process. The MD concentrate is then collected and used as feed for the UF, again initiating cycles between UF and MD. The performance of the NF membrane was compared to the MD membranes.

2.2.1 Nanofiltration

NF was the first process utilized in the treatment scheme for high water recovery desalination. NF experiments were performed using MU-S as the feed. Two membrane modules were tested utilizing flat-sheet and spiral wound membranes. Experiments were also performed to investigate the scaling tendency of the NF concentrate and the performance of the NF90 membrane utilizing pretreated NF concentrate.
2.2.1.1 Membranes and modules

Three flat sheet NF membranes and one flat sheet RO membrane were tested to select the best membrane for further testing, using water flux and solute rejection as performance criteria when treating the MU-S and BI-S waters. Two NF membranes were obtained from Dow Filmtec (NF245 and NF90, Midland, MI), while the third NF membrane and the RO membrane were acquired from General Electric (GE) (NF DK series and RO SE series, Boston, MA). A stainless steel, SEPA-CF test cell (GE Water & Process Technologies, Trevose, PA) with an active membrane surface area of 139 cm$^2$, was used to test the flat sheet membranes. A tricot warp knit (Hornwood Inc., Lilesville, NC) spacer, with 20 carrier channels per inch, was installed in the permeate channel of the flow cell, while an extruded mesh spacer was installed in the feed channel. For each set of experiments, a new membrane coupon was cut and installed in the SEPA-CF flow cell. The NF90 membrane was selected for further testing utilizing both the SEPA-CF flow cell and spiral-wound modules acquired from Dow Filmtec (NF90-2540) with a total membrane area of 2.6 m$^2$ each.

2.2.1.2 Test apparatus

A flow schematic of the bench-scale apparatus is illustrated in Figure 2-2. The experimental setup was used for testing of both the flat sheet membranes (SEPA-CF) and the spiral wound membranes. A 30 L stainless steel-304 feed tank was used for experiments with the flat sheet experiments and a 757 L conical-bottom feed tank was used for experiments with the spiral wound membrane module. The tanks were connected to a high-pressure diaphragm pump (Hydra-cell Model No. D10E, Wanner Engineering Inc., Minneapolis, MN) that circulated the feed through a heat exchanger before entering the membrane module. Permeate was collected in a 14 L polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tank that was fitted with a solenoid valve to intermittently return the permeate stream to the feed tank to maintain constant feed concentration. The permeate tank was also fitted with a pressure transducer (PX309 series, OMEGA Engineering, Stamford, CT) at the bottom to measure the hydrostatic pressure of the water and thus the depth and volume of water in the tank.

A SCADA system (LabVIEW, National Instruments, Austin, TX; and UE9/U3, LabJack Corporation, Lakewood, CO) was used to record the water level in the permeate tank and calculate the water flux based on changes in levels in the tank. The SCADA system was also used to control operating conditions, including feed flow, feed temperature, and feed pressure. Conductivity was measured using a toroidal conductivity sensor (Sensorex, Garden Cove, CA) installed in the feed line and a conductivity probe (alpha COND500, Eutech Instruments, Vernon Hills, IL) in the permeate line—both were utilized to automatically calculate salt rejection. A proportional valve (Hass Manufacturing Co., Averill Park, NY) was used to control the feed pressure and a pressure transducer (Omega Engineering, Stamford, CT) was installed before the valve to monitor and facilitate control of the feed pressure. A proportional valve was also used to control the flow of processed chilled water into the heat exchanger to maintain constant temperature, which was monitored using a resistance thermal detector (Model EI1034, LabJack
Corporation, Lakewood, CO). For spiral wound experiments, the flow scheme was slightly modified to operate in an open loop mode (Figure 2-1). Instead of returning the concentrate to the feed, the concentrate was collected in a 200 L drum.

![Flow diagram of the NF bench scale apparatus used in the study. Feed was recirculated through a heat exchanger before the cell. Experiments were operated at various flows (0.5–3 LPM) and pressures (3.45 to 20.7 bar (50-300 psi)). A bypass line intermittently returned the permeate stream to the feed tank. P- pressure gauge, C- conductivity gauge, T- temperature sensor, HX- heat exchanger.](image)

**Figure 2-2.** Flow diagram of the NF bench scale apparatus used in the study. Feed was recirculated through a heat exchanger before the cell. Experiments were operated at various flows (0.5–3 LPM) and pressures (3.45 to 20.7 bar (50-300 psi)). A bypass line intermittently returned the permeate stream to the feed tank. P- pressure gauge, C- conductivity gauge, T- temperature sensor, HX- heat exchanger.

### 2.2.1.3 Experimental procedures

Initial experiments were conducted to select a membrane for further testing of the make-up water. Experiments with spiral-wound membranes were used to investigate the best operating conditions to optimize water recovery while mitigating silica scaling.

### 2.2.1.4 Membrane selection tests

Membrane selection experiments were conducted at the bench-scale to evaluate rejection and water flux of the NF DK, NF 245, NF90, and RO membranes utilizing three waters: MU-T at 20±1 °C, BI-T at 70±1 °C, and a baseline water of 2,000 mg/L NaCl at 20±1 °C. Feed batches of 5 L were recirculated through the system at 1 L/min (LPM) under constant pressure (10.3 bar (150 psi) for the MU-T and BI-T waters and 20.7 bar (300 psi) for the baseline solution).

### 2.2.1.5 Synthetic water experiments

After the NF90 membrane was selected, an experiment was conducted to evaluate the effect of utilizing synthetically reproduced water compared to the field sample. A 5 L batch of each water was circulated through the system under constant pressure at increments of 3.45 bar (50 psi) from 3.45 to 20.7 bar (50-300 psi). Water flux was monitored and recorded. Samples of the feed and permeate were collected and analyzed using the IC and ICP to calculate rejection of all ions present in the water.
2.2.1.6 Spiral wound optimization experiments

Experiments with the NF90-2540 membrane were conducted to optimize operating conditions to minimize/eliminate silica scaling. All membranes were pre-compacted for 20 hours before conducting experiments to distinguish water flux decline due to scaling from compaction. A 2,000 mg/L NaCl feed solution was used for compaction and circulated at 3 LPM under constant pressure of 20.7 bar (300 psi), and the temperature of the feed was maintained at 20±1 °C. After compaction, a baseline rejection test was performed to evaluate membrane integrity using the same operating conditions as during compaction. After every experiment, membrane integrity was tested. If water flux or rejection declined by more than 10% from the baseline rejection test, a pH 11 NaOH solution was circulated through the module for 12 hours to clean the membrane.

The concentration of silica at the membrane surface due to concentration polarization was predicted for different operating conditions. Input variables included membrane area (\(A_m\)), permeate flow (\(Q_p\)), concentrate flow (\(Q_c\)), feed concentration (\(c_f\)), permeate concentration (\(c_p\)), and feed channel length (\(L\)). All operating conditions were optimized to reach the highest water recovery without exceeding a concentration of 720 mg/L SiO\(_2\), or the point of zero induction time, on the membrane surface [19]. A modeling approach was adopted to calculate the rejection of solutes on the membrane surface and compare it to the directly measurable rejection of the membrane [48]. The model was utilized to optimize the maximum flow of concentrate based on a membrane surface concentration of 600 mg/L SiO\(_2\). 600 mg/L SiO\(_2\) was selected instead of 720 mg/L in order to protect the membrane, because the concentration at the membrane surface cannot be measured directly. To validate the model, the bulk concentration of SiO\(_2\) in the concentrate (\(c_b\)) was measured and compared to the model-predicted value under different operating conditions:

\[
c_b = c_f(1 - r)^{-R_{mod}}
\]

where \(r\) is water recovery and \(R_{mod}\) is the measurable rejection of the membrane in the module:

\[
R_{mod} = \frac{c_f - c_p}{c_f} = 1 - \frac{c_p}{c_f}
\]

Water recovery, or the fraction of permeate that is recovered from the feed, was calculated utilizing the mass balance of flow:

\[
Q_f = Q_p + Q_c
\]

and

\[
r = \frac{Q_p}{Q_f}
\]

therefore,
\[ r = \frac{Q_p}{Q_p + Q_c} \]  

(5)

where \( Q_f \) is the feed flow. \( Q_p \) was measured and controlled by three independent variables, \( Q_c \), pressure, \( A_m \), that were adjusted to achieve target operating conditions. \( Q_p \) could also be utilized with membrane area, \( A_m \), to calculate the flux of water (\( J_w \)) across the membrane:

\[ J_w = \frac{Q_p}{A_m} \]

(6)

With \( R_{mod} \) and \( r \) defined, the rejection of the membrane (\( R_m \)) could be derived from the equation for \( c_p \) as defined by Mulder [48]:

\[ \frac{c_p}{c_f} = \frac{1}{r} \left[ 1 - (1 - r)^{1 - R_m} \right] \]

(7)

by utilizing Equation 2 and setting it equal to equation 7:

\[ 1 - R_{mod} = \frac{1}{r} \left[ 1 - (1 - r)^{1 - R_m} \right] \]

(8)

and solving for \( R_m \):

\[ R_m = 1 - \frac{\ln[1 - r(1 - R_{mod})]}{\ln(1 - r)} \]

(9)

Utilizing the predicted rejection occurring at the membrane surface, the concentration of \( \text{SiO}_2 \) at the membrane surface (\( c_m \)) could also be calculated [48]:

\[ c_m = c_b \left[ \frac{\exp \left( \frac{J_w}{k} \right)}{R_m + (1 - R_m) \exp \left( \frac{J_w}{k} \right)} \right] \]

(10)

where \( k \) is the mass transfer coefficient from the film layer model [49]. Variables controlled by fluid dynamics are necessary to understand the nature of the flow and define the mass transfer coefficient.
including the Schmidt number \( (Sc; \text{ the ratio of kinematic viscosity and mass diffusivity}) \), the Reynolds number \( (Re; \text{ ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces, a parameter describing laminar or turbulent flow conditions}) \), and the Sherwood number \( (Sh; \text{ the ratio of convective mass transfer to the rate of diffusive mass transports}) \). The Sherwood number is utilized to calculate the mass transfer coefficient [49]:

\[
k = \frac{S_h D}{d_h}
\]  

where \( D \) is the diffusion coefficient of the solute. For silica, Applin et al. experimentally measured the diffusion coefficient of Si(OH)₄ and found it to be 2.2x10⁻⁹ m² s⁻¹ [50]. The hydraulic diameter \( (d_h) \) is defined as [49]:

\[
d_h = \frac{4\varepsilon}{(2/h_{sp})+((1-\varepsilon)S_{esp})}
\]  

where \( h_{sp} \) is the spacer thickness, \( \varepsilon \) is the spacer voidage:

\[
\varepsilon = 1 - \frac{\pi d_f^2}{2l_m h_{esp} \sin \theta}
\]  

and \( S_{esp} \) is the specific surface of the spacer. The specific surface of the spacer is defined as:

\[
S_{esp} = \frac{s_{sp}}{V_{sp}}
\]  

where \( V_{sp} \) is the spacer volume:

\[
V_{sp} = \frac{1}{8} \left\{ \frac{2\pi d_f^2 l_{m2}}{4} + \frac{2\pi d_f^2 l_{m1}}{4} \right\}
\]  

\[
= \frac{\pi}{4} \left( d_f^2 l_{m2} + d_f^2 l_{m1} \right)
\]  

and \( s_{sp} \) is the spacer surface:

\[
s_{sp} = \frac{1}{2} \left\{ 2\pi d_f l_{m2} + 2\pi d_f l_{m1} \right\}
\]  

Data on the spacer was not provided, so it was assumed to be symmetrical and have similar characteristics to Conwed (Minneapolis, MN) 28 Mils RO feed spacer including spacer thickness \( (h_{sp}) \), diameter of spacer filament \( (d_f) \), mesh size \( (l_m) \), and an assumed 90-degree angle spacer \( (\theta) \) [49]. Finally, to calculate \( k \) the Sherwood number is calculated [49]:
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\[ \text{Sh} = 0.664 k_{dc} Re^{0.5} Sc^{0.33} \left( \frac{2d_h}{L} \right)^{0.5} \]  

(17)

Utilizing the Schmidt number:

\[ Sc = \frac{\mu}{\rho D} \]  

(18)

The Reynolds number:

\[ Re = \frac{u_\text{c} d_h \rho}{\mu} \]  

(19)

And \( k_{dc} \), which is defined as the Sherwood spacer correction factor:

\[ k_{dc} = 1.654 \left( \frac{d_f}{h} \right)^{-0.039} e^{0.75 (\sin \theta / 2)^{0.086}} \]  

(20)

To calculate the Reynolds number, the cross-flow velocity on the exit of the module (\( u \)):

\[ u_x = \frac{Q_c}{w h_{sp} \rho} \]  

(21)

Is very important and is affected by the width of the channel (\( w \)):

\[ w = \frac{\Delta m}{L} \]  

(22)

Where length of the channel (\( L \)) is defined by the membrane. Density (\( \rho \)) and viscosity (\( \mu \)) were assumed at a temperature of 20 ºC.

To validate the model, experiments were conducted utilizing one to four membrane modules connected in series. MU-S was circulated at concentrate flow rates of 2.7-3 LPM under constant pressure of 20.7 bar (300 psi). Each experiment was conducted for 15 minutes to avoid permanent scaling to the membranes. Pressure was closely monitored for any increases that could be caused by scaling. Samples from the feed, concentrate, and permeate were collected and SiO\(_2\) concentrations were measured using the Hach methods. After the experiments, a rejection experiment was conducted with a 2,000 mg/L NaCl feed solution to test the integrity of each membrane.

2.2.1.7 NF90 scaling experiments

Experiments were conducted to evaluate the scaling tendency of the concentrate from the NF and to investigate a possible pretreatment to protect the integrity of the NF membrane utilizing UF. Scaling of the membrane was tested using an eight times concentrated solution of the MU-S (8x MU-S). 8x MU-S was
selected to accelerate colloidal formation by achieving a concentration higher than 700 mg/L SiO$_2$, or the point of zero induction time for colloidal silica formation [19]. The water flux utilizing 8x MU-S water was compared to the water flux of permeate obtained from the UF also utilizing the 8x MU-S as feed (8x MU-S$_{UFP}$). Experiments were conducted at the bench-scale using NF90 flat sheet membranes (0.0139 m$^2$). Feed batches of 5 L were recirculated through the system at 1 LPM under constant pressure (10.3 bar (150 psi)) and a constant temperature of 20±1 °C.

2.2.2 Membrane distillation

The second option for increasing water recovery using the NF concentrate was MD. Experiments were performed using the 8x MU-S and the UF permeate of the 8x MU-S and 6x MU-S (MU-S$_{UFP}$) as the feed streams and deionized water as the distillate stream.

2.2.2.1 Membranes and spacers

Three hydrophobic, microporous membranes were selected for MD testing in this study based on a previous performance study, which compared average water flux, % salt rejection, and thermal efficiency [51]. These include membranes from CLARCOR (QL822; Franklin, TN), 3M (0.2 micron; Maplewood, MN), and Aquastill (0.3 micron; Sittard, The Netherlands). CLARCOR is an asymmetric membrane, made from polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) with a polypropylene support material. It has a thickness of 127-203 μm. An active thickness of 50 μm is assumed in this study. 3M and Aquastill are both isotropic membranes, each with a porosity of 85%. 3M is made from polypropylene and the Aquastill membrane is made from polyethylene.

DelStar Technologies Inc. (Austin, TX) diamond mesh spacers (Product number 113796-0) with 2 mm thickness, were used on each side of the membranes in both the feed and distillate channels of all flow cells. The spacers are made of polypropylene with a filament diameter of 0.9 mm, a mesh size of 4.23 mm, and a hydrodynamic angle of 60°.

Table 2-2. Characteristics of membrane distillation membranes provided by the manufacturers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Nominal Pore Size (um)</th>
<th>Porosity (%)</th>
<th>Thickness (um)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLARCOR</td>
<td>ePTFE</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>70-85</td>
<td>127-203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M</td>
<td>polypropylene</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquastill</td>
<td>polyethylene</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2.2 Test apparatus

Bench-scale tests were performed to determine water flux and scaling tendencies of the MD membranes in an automated, closed loop system. Experiments were conducted using a custom-made acrylic DCMD flow cell with a channel length of 25.4 cm long, 7.62 cm wide, and 0.24 cm thick. The active membrane area was determined by multiplying the channel length by the channel width for a total of 194 cm$^2$. Four resistance thermal detectors (Model EI1034, LabJack Corporation, Lakewood, CO) were fitted
to the flow cell to measure and record the temperature at the inlet and outlet of the test cell for both the feed and distillate streams.

Data acquisition and systems control were performed using LabView (National Instruments, Austin, TX) software on a Windows PC and a DAQ device (Model U6, LabJack Corporation, Lakewood, CO). A schematic of the experimental system setup is illustrated in Figure 2-3. The feed solution was pumped continuously using a centrifugal pump and the distillate stream using a positive-displacement gear pump (Micropump, IDEX Corp. Vancouver, WA). The MD system provided heating and cooling to the feed and distillate streams, respectively, using two heat exchangers. Distillate temperature was maintained by adjusting the flow rate of building process chilled water using a proportional valve. The feed solution temperature was maintained using a 1500 W electric immersion heater (Model 1019, Hotwatt, Danvers, MA) that operated based on a target temperature. A PID algorithm, with temperature set points for the feed and distillate streams at the inlet of the module, controlled the operation of the heater and the proportional valve for the distillate cooling.

Conductivity of both the feed and distillate streams were monitored and recorded. Conductivity of the feed was measured at the inlet of the module using a toroidal sensor (Model TCSMA, Sensorex, Garden Grove, CA) and a dip style conductivity probe (Model T-35820-62, Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL) was installed in the return of the distillate stream. Conductivity was used to calculate the salt rejection of the membrane.

A 10 L PVC tank was fitted with a pressure transducer (PX309 series, OMEGA Engineering, Stamford, CT), at the bottom of the tank to measure the height of water in the tank and thus the volume. Changes in distillate volume were used by the SCADA system to calculate water flux. The distillate tank was also fitted with a solenoid valve to return the distillate to the feed tank periodically during the experiment.

![Figure 2-3. MD bench-scale test apparatus. Feed and distillate streams are circulated counter-currently at 1.5 LPM on each side of the membrane. The feed stream is maintained at 60 °C and the distillate stream at 30 °C. A bypass line intermittently returns the distillate to the feed tank to provide a constant feed concentration. T- temperature sensor, C- conductivity sensor, P- pressure transducer, and HX- heat exchanger.](image-url)
2.2.2.3 Experimental procedures

Experiments were performed to optimize water recovery and investigate scaling tendencies. For each set of experiments a new membrane and new spacer was cut from dry flat sheets and installed into the flow cell. The feed and distillate streams were pumped through the system counter-currently at a constant flow rate of 1.5 LPM. Temperature of the feed solution was maintained at 60 °C and the distillate stream was 30 °C. Between experiments a pH 12 NaOH solution was circulated for several hours to dissolve any residual silica colloids trapped in the system.

Baseline experiments were performed using 3 liters of the 8x MU-S as the feed solution and deionized water as the distillate stream to investigate the scaling tendencies of the NF concentrate from the geothermal make-up water on the membranes. The distillate tank drained 0.5 L to the feed tank after 0.5 L of distillate was produced. Cleaning of the membranes was attempted with a pH 12 NaOH solution [29, 52]. A succeeding experiment was performed under the same operating conditions, utilizing the 3M membrane and a 1 micron cartridge filter (Model 1669T21, McMaster-Carr Supply Company, Elmhurst, IL), installed in the feed line. A third set of experiments, also under the same operating conditions, was conducted without the cartridge filter and utilizing the 8x MU-S_{UFP} as the feed stream.

To investigate a sustainable recovery of the MD, a final set of experiments under similar conditions were performed utilizing the 3M membrane and batches of the 8x MU-S_{UFP} as the feed stream in an open loop configuration. Four batches of increasing volume (5 L to 8 L) were each concentrated to 1 L or until membrane scaling was observed.

2.2.3 Ultrafiltration

UF had two uses in the study: pretreatment of the NF concentrate to increase water recovery utilizing MD and/or the NF90 and to investigate the maximum mass of colloidal silica that can be recovered by the UF membranes using concentrate from the NF spiral wound experiments as the UF feed (Section 3.2.4 (6x MU-S)).

2.2.3.1 UF membranes

For this study, a capillary hollow fiber UF membrane acquired from Koch Membrane Systems (Wilmington, MA) was tested in outside-in flow configuration. The outside diameter of the polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) fiber membranes used is 2.6 mm, and the nominal membrane pore diameter is 30 nm. Although previous studies have successfully removed colloidal silica utilizing UF membranes with 100 nm pore size, they also have high maintenance costs due to frequent cleanings [34]. The mechanical strength and chemical resistance of PVDF [53] makes it a suitable material for managing tough scalants such as colloidal silica and calcium sulfate that require harsh chemical cleaning.
### 2.2.3.2 Test apparatus

Bench-scale tests were performed to determine critical water flux, permeability, silica rejection, and scaling tendency of the UF membranes as concentrations of colloidal silica increased. Membrane modules were custom-made in the laboratory [54] using 1.27 cm clear PVC pipe as a pressure vessel, and were stored in deionized water at 5 °C until testing. Module 1 was made with five 30.5-cm long fibers glued into the pressure vessel, resulting in a membrane area of 125 cm$^2$. Modules 2 and 3 were made with ten 30.5-cm long fibers, resulting in a membrane area of 250 cm$^2$.

The flow schematic of the UF bench-scale is shown in Figure 2-4. A 45 L conical-bottom feed reservoir was connected to a centrifugal pump (Micropump, Inc., Vancouver, WA), which continuously pumped 1 LPM, with a corresponding cross-flow feed velocity of 15 cm/s across the 250 cm$^2$ module and 12 cm/s across the 125 cm$^2$ module. The permeate side of the membranes were connected to a peristaltic pump (Cole-Parmer, Court Vernon Hills, IL) that provided negative pressure (vacuum) to maintain constant water flux through the membrane. The peristaltic pump was also used to perform backwashing. The permeate was collected in an 8 L tank positioned on an analytical balance (Denver Instrument, Bohemia, NY). The analytical balance and pumps were connected to a SCADA system (U6, LabJack Corporation, Lakewood CO; and LabVIEW, National Instruments, Austin, TX), similar to the system used in the NF apparatus. Changes in permeate mass were used to calculate water flux by the SCADA system. Feed temperature was maintained at 20±1 °C using an immersed cooling-coil. The temperature was controlled by a flow of processed chilled water within the coil that was adjusted using a proportional valve.

![Figure 2-4. Flow schematic of the UF system. Feed was circulated through the modules at a cross-flow velocity of 12-15 cm/s. A peristaltic pump was utilized to provide vacuum pressure and control the flux of permeate. It was also used for backwashing of the membranes. T- temperature sensor, P- pressure transducer.](image)

### 2.2.3.3 Experimental procedures

UF was utilized as pretreatment for MD and NF experiments using NF concentrate water and to recover colloidal silica simultaneously. Experiments were performed to investigate the critical flux and
cleaning techniques for sustainable membrane utilization. UF was also used to evaluate possible recovery of colloidal silica.

2.2.3.4 Permeability tests

Batch experiments with synthetically reproduced concentrate from the NF (8x MU-S) were performed using the custom-made modules. The first and second batches utilized Module 1 and the third batch utilized Modules 2 and 3 in parallel. Permeability tests were performed to evaluate the integrity of the membranes based on water flux and rejection prior to and post batch testing. Permeability was determined by calculating the slope of the line with water flux as a function of transmembrane pressure (TMP). Average TMP was measured based on 10 minute increments of constant flux ranging from 5 to 25 L/m²/h (LMH) in 5 LMH increments. 5 L of a pH 10.5 NaOH solution were utilized in a chemically enhanced backwash (CEB) if the permeability varied by more than 10% from the previous permeability test. The critical flux, defined as “the flux below which a decline of flux with time does not occur; above it fouling is observed” [55, 56], was determined by comparing the deionized water permeability test to a permeability test utilizing 8x MU-S as the feed stream. Results were used to determine the operating flux for the concentration tests. Turbidity rejection tests were performed to investigate the integrity of the membranes utilizing bentonite solution adjusted to 15-20 NTU. Membranes were replaced if the turbidity of the permeate stream was higher than 1 NTU.

2.2.3.5 Concentration experiments

Concentration experiments were conducted at the critical flux of ~10 LMH with a feed cross-flow velocity of 15 cm/sec. 10.5 L of 8x MU-S as feed was utilized for the first two feed batches. Each batch was treated until ~90% water recovery was achieved. Backwashing with UF permeate was performed for 36 seconds at 80 LMH for both batches; however, backwash trigger mechanisms were different for the two experiments. During the first experiment the backwash was triggered every thirty minutes until 90% water recovery was achieved (30-minute BW). For the second experiment, TMP triggered a backwash at every increase of 0.007 bar, progressing from 0.007 bar to 0.07 bar (0.1-1 psi) (TMP BW). Backwashing flux was determined using the recommended limits provided by the manufacturer.

A 144 L batch of 6x MU-S was utilized as feed in a third experiment to increase the water recovery through the UF membranes and concentrate the colloidal silica to the highest possible percent weight [34]. Feed solution was circulated at 2 LPM through Modules 2 and 3 connected in parallel, resulting in 15 cm/s cross flow velocity in each membrane module. No automatic backwashing was implemented; instead, multiple CEBs were performed during the experiment to maintain membrane permeability. 20 mL samples of the feed solution and permeate were taken at the beginning of all experiments, and at 50, 75, 90, and 95% water recovery. Due to the rapid polymerization rates of soluble silica at a pH of 7, 1 mL of each sample was diluted in 9 mL of deionized water at pH 1. The remaining 19 mL of each sample were preserved at a pH of 12 for 24 hours to dissolve any colloidal silica back to soluble silica.
Membrane processes were evaluated based on their ability to achieve high water recovery, avoid silica scaling, and recover minerals. Water flux and rejection of ions were measured and used to determine the performance of each membrane process.

3.1 OLI stream analyzer simulations

OLI simulations determined the dominant scaling tendencies of the T-MU water based on water recovery with 100% rejection, and temperature. Simulations predicted high scaling tendency for both SiO$_2$ and CaCO$_3$, as demonstrated in Figure 3-1. Scaling tendency increased with water recovery for both scalants; however, SiO$_2$ was more sensitive to temperature and water recovery than CaCO$_3$. Substantial CaCO$_3$ scaling begins around 85% water recovery with an increase in scaling as temperature increases. SiO$_2$ scaling begins around 30% water recovery with an increase in scaling as temperature decreases. At 70 °C the tendency of SiO$_2$ to scale reaches 1 around 85% recovery, while at 20 °C the scaling tendency of SiO$_2$ reaches 1 around 40% water recovery. Significant CaCO$_3$ scaling will not occur until a water recovery higher than 90% of the MU-T is achieved, at which point SiO$_2$ scaling is already high. Mitigating SiO$_2$ scaling will be critical for achieving sustainable processes.

![OLI prediction of dominant scaling tendencies for (a) SiO$_2$ and (b) CaCO$_3$, of T-MU based on water recovery (0 to 90%) and temperature (10 to 70 °C).](image)

3.2 Nanofiltration

NF experiments were evaluated based on high water recovery and the membrane’s ability to reject silica and other ions present in the MU-T water. NF experiments were also conducted using the NF
concentrate to investigate scaling and a pretreated NF concentrate as a possible option to further increase water recovery.

### 3.2.1 Membrane selection tests

The water flux, percent silica rejection, and percent salt rejection of three waters, MU-T at 20 °C, BI-T at 70 °C, and 2,000 mg/L NaCl at 20 °C (NaCl), were compared at the bench-scale for three NF and one RO membrane as shown in Figure 3-2. Experiments were conducted under constant pressure of 10.3 bar (150 psi) for MU-T and BI-T to match the pressures of the streams at the geothermal power plant. Experiments utilizing NaCl solution were conducted at the same pressure as the rejection experiments (20.7 bar (300 psi)).

![Figure 3-2](image_url)

**Figure 3-2.** (a) Water flux, (b) % salt rejection, and (c) % silica rejection (c) were compared for three NF and one RO membranes (NF DK, NF 245, NF90, and RO SE). 5-hour experiments were performed using flat sheet modules (0.0139 m²) for three feed waters: MU-T at 20 °C, 2,000 mg/L NaCl at 20 °C, and BI-T at 70 °C. Feed batches were circulated through the test cell at 1 LPM. Experiments were conducted at constant pressure of 10.3 bar (150 psi) for the MU-T and BI-T waters and 20.7 bar (300 psi) for the NaCl feed waters.
The NF 245 membrane exhibited the highest water flux during testing of the three streams: 308 LMH (BI-T), 94 LMH (MU-T), and 167 LMH NaCl). The RO membrane exhibited the lowest water flux: 59 LMH (BI-T), 20 LMH (MU-T), and 35 LMH (NaCl). The NF90 and NF DK membranes exhibited similar water flux for the MU-T water: 52 LMH and 60 LMH, respectively. However, The NF 245 and NF DK membranes demonstrated the lowest silica and salt rejections, under 20% and 76%, respectively, during testing of the three solutions. The NF90 and RO membranes demonstrated similar salt and silica rejections, with both exhibiting more than 90% rejection during testing with the three solutions. Because silica is a target constituent, the NF DK and NF 245 membranes were omitted from the study. The water flux through the NF90 membrane was more than double the water flux through the RO membrane; therefore, the NF90 membrane was selected for further testing.

3.2.2 Synthetic water experiments

As seen in Table 2-1, the only ions that differ substantially between the water collected on-site (MU-T) and the synthetically reproduced water (MU-S) are sodium and chloride. This is a consequence of balancing ions to match the concentrations of other constituents and pH adjustment using NaOH and HCl. Therefore, experiments were conducted to compare the performance of the NF membrane using the MU-T and MU-S. Results from bench-scale experiments comparing the water flux and rejection of the NF90 at various operating pressures for the synthetic water (MU-S) and the water collected on-site (MU-T) are presented in Figures 3-3. The water flux for the MU-S ranged from 6 LMH at 3.4 bar to 48 LMH at 20.7 bar, while the water flux for the MU-T ranged from 6 LMH to 41 LMH at the same pressures. The membrane demonstrated >95% rejection of all ions in both waters, except for sulfate (SO$_4^{2-}$) in the MU-T water (77%) and iron (Fe) in the MU-S water (87%). Although the membrane exhibited slightly higher water flux during testing of MU-S water, the difference in flux remained under 20% at all pressures. Difference in rejection of all ions was less than 5%, except for SO$_4^{2-}$ rejection, which exhibited 20% higher rejection during testing with the MU-S water. This could be a possible effect of metabisulfite dosing for dechlorinating the deionized water. No scaling tendency was demonstrated for sulfate complexes. Aluminum and iron were measured in trace amounts in the initial analysis of the field sample; however, were not detected in the feed samples during experiments. A third analysis of the field sample also verified that aluminum and iron were not present in the feed water.

Results demonstrated that there was no significant difference between the synthetically reproduced MU-S and the MU-T field sample, suggesting that further testing could proceed utilizing synthetically matched MU-S instead of continuing to collect field samples.
Figure 3-3. (a) Water flux as a function of feed pressure and (b) percent ion rejection during experiments comparing MU-S to the MU-T water. Experiments were conducted with the NF90 membrane. Water was circulated at 1 LPM and was kept at 20±1 °C. Data for ion rejection is from experiments conducted at 10.3 bar (150 psi).

### 3.2.3 Optimization of operating conditions

NF experiments were performed with spiral wound modules in an open loop configuration to validate model predictions of the bulk silica concentrations remaining in the feed and determine operating conditions to achieve the highest water recovery without compromising the integrity of the membranes. Water recovery and concentrations of silica in the feed, permeate, and concentrate were measured at different operating conditions (2.7-3 LPM with one to four NF90-2540 modules connected in series) and compared to the predicted values as shown in Figure 3-4. The concentration of silica in the bulk concentrate stream for 44% water recovery was predicted to be 143 mg/L and measured to be 120 mg/L. At 80% recovery, the maximum water recovery achieved utilizing four NF90-2540 membranes connected in series, the predicted concentration was 403 mg/L and the measured concentration was 435 mg/L. Under these operating conditions, the SiO$_2$ concentration at the membrane surface is predicted to be 508 mg/L. Rejection tests after 80% water recovery at 20.7 bar (300 psi) showed no decline in water flux through the four membranes (Figure A1 in the appendix). The predicted SiO$_2$ concentration on the membrane at 80% water recovery was substantially lower than the 600 mg/L limit on the membrane surface because the recovery was limited by the minimum recommended concentrate flow rate of 2.65 LPM for the NF90-2540 membrane module.

Higher water recovery can be achieved without compromising the membranes at lower concentrate flow rates if more membrane modules are operated in series. Results in Figure 3-4b show the concentrate flow needed and corresponding percent water recovery that can be achieved based on the number of modules utilized in series, without exceeding maximum SiO$_2$ concentration of 600 mg/L on the membrane surface. The recommended minimum concentrate flow of the module is 2.65 LPM; therefore, assuming a water flux of 50 LMH across the NF membrane, 6 modules will be needed to achieve 84% water recovery.
Figure 3-4. (a) Measured concentrations (circle) of silica as a function of % water recovery compared to modeled concentrations in the bulk (diamond) and at the membrane surface (square) as predicted by equations 1 to 21; and (b) predicted concentrate flow and corresponding % water recovery assuming a water flux of 50 LMH as a function of the number of membrane modules connected in series and a maximum concentration of 600 mg/L SiO$_2$ on the membrane surface. Experiments were conducted utilizing one to four NF90-2540 spiral wound modules (2.6-10.4 m$^2$). MU-S feed was circulated at 3 LPM and constant pressure was maintained at 20.7 bar.

At 84% water recovery utilizing six modules in series, the concentration of silica predicted in the concentrate stream was 512 mg/L. The measured concentration was 530 mg/L. These results indicate that an approximately six times concentrated solution of the MU-S (6x MU-S) can be achieved in the NF concentrate. The concentrate was sent to the UF membrane to demonstrate recovery of silica colloids and to be utilized as pretreatment for increased water recovery of the MU-S using MD.

### 3.2.4 NF90 scaling experiments

The NF90 membrane was tested in the SEPA-CF test cells to evaluate the effects of scaling utilizing 8x MU-S and UF treated 8x MU-S feed waters. UF was utilized as pretreatment to protect the integrity of the NF membrane and its permeate is designated 8x MU-S$_{UFP}$. Water flux as a function of time is shown in Figure 3-5. An 80% decline in flux was observed after 50 hours of operation utilizing the 8x MU-S (25 LMH to 5 LMH). Testing with the 8x MU-S$_{UFP}$ resulted in improved performance of the NF membrane. The initial flux was 35 LMH, 10 LMH higher than the 8x MU-S, and a decline in flux to 20 LMH was observed after 100 hours of operation (43% flux decline). This is most likely due to the presence of colloids that were not rejected by the UF (Figure 3-13). Despite improved performance of the NF90 when desalinating UF-treated water, other desalination processes such as MD, which can withstand higher scaling tendencies, might be preferred for increased recovery when treating high concentration and pretreated silica solutions such as the 8x MU-S$_{UFP}$ [57].
Figure 3-5. Water flux as a function of time for the NF90 flat sheet membranes (139 cm$^2$) utilizing the 8x MU-S (squares) and 8x MU-S$_{UFP}$ (triangles) as feed waters. Feed water was circulated at 1 LPM and experiments were operated at 10.3 bar.

3.3 Membrane distillation

MD experiments were evaluated based on the water flux over time utilizing concentrate from the NF and permeate from the UF. The ability to concentrate the permeate beyond the saturation point of silica was also investigated.

3.3.1 MD scaling experiments

The effects of scaling on the MD membranes was investigated utilizing 8x MU-S and 8x MU-S$_{UFP}$. Membrane scaling experiments were performed using a closed loop cycle with returning of the distillate to the feed every time 0.5 L of distillate crossed the membrane. Water flux as a function of time is illustrated in Figure 3-6. Water flux declined by 80-95% within the first 100-150 hours of the experiment for all three membranes treating/desalinating the 8x MU-S water; however, membrane performance was substantially improved when utilizing the MU-S$_{UFP}$ as feed water. Similar to the results of the NF90 (Figure 3-5), the 3M membrane exhibited an initial water flux of 35 LMH, corresponding to 0.75% water recovery, treating both the 8x MU-S and 8x MU-S$_{UFP}$. During operation with the 8x MU-S the flux declined to 5 LMH in less than 20 hours; however, when a cartridge filter was installed in the feed line, only a 5 LMH decline in flux was observed after 80 hours of operation (Figure 3-6a). The experiment was halted after 80 hours due to an increase in pressure observed in the cartridge filter. An attempt to clean the cartridge filter was unsuccessful; therefore, it was not further used in subsequent experiments. A flux decline of 1 LMH was observed after 100 hours of operation with the 8x MU-S$_{UFP}$, demonstrating the ability of MD to withstand higher scaling tendencies compared to the NF, which exhibited a flux decline of 15 LMH under the same conditions (Figure 3-5). The other MD membranes demonstrated similar results to the 3M membrane. The Clarcor membrane exhibited an initial water flux of 30 LMH (0.65% water recovery) utilizing both the 8x MU-S and 8x MU-S$_{UFP}$. The flux declined to 10 LMH after 100 hours of operation utilizing the 8x MU-S; however, almost no flux decline was observed utilizing the 8x MU-S$_{UFP}$ (Figure 3-6b). The Aquastill
membrane exhibited an initial flux of 25 LMH (0.54% water recovery) using both feed waters. After 100 hours of operation the Aquastill membrane demonstrated a water flux of 9 LMH treating the 8x MU-S water and 22 LMH treating the 8x MU-S_{UFP} water (Figure 3-6c). Although the UF pretreatment substantially improved the performance of the Aquastill membrane, a 12% flux decline was observed. The flux decline is most likely due to the difference in membrane material and morphology. The Aquastill membrane is made out of polyethylene, while the 3M membrane is made out of polypropylene (PP) and the Clarcor membrane is made out of ePTFE. The 3M membrane had the highest initial water flux but it also had the most substantial decline in flux utilizing the 8x MU-S. This is most likely caused by increased concentration and temperature polarization occurring on the membrane surface due to the high flux [47]. However, the decline was mitigated when utilizing the 8x MU-S_{UFP}. Therefore, the 3M membrane was selected for further testing.

Figure 3-6. Water flux as a function of time utilizing (a) 3M PP 0.2 µm (b) Clarcor QL822 (c) Aquastill 0.3 micron membranes. Feed and distillate streams were circulated through the MD modules (194 cm²) at 1.5 LPM utilizing 8x MU-S and 8x MU-S_{UFP} at 30/60 °C. An additional experiment with the 3M membrane and 8x MU-S was performed utilizing a cartridge filter in the feed line.
3.3.2 MD concentration experiments

Attempting to increase water recovery and approach a ZLD operation, the concentrate from the NF experiments was pretreated through the UF and the permeate was used as feed for the MD process. The experiment was performed under the same operating conditions above, utilizing the 3M membrane and 6x MU-S_UFP as feed. Distillate was not returned to the feed tank, concentrating the silica by 5-7 times. A sustainable water recovery of MD where scaling does not occur was investigated by increasing the recovery for each batch utilizing the same membrane. The results are illustrated in Figure 3-7. The water flux remained constant for the first three batches (81-87% recovery); however, water flux decline occurred during the fourth batch before 80% recovery was achieved, indicating that 87% water recovery was not sustainable. More experiments need to be performed to evaluate the optimal water recovery for sustainable treatment.

![Figure 3-7](image)

Figure 3-7. Experiments were performed utilizing one 3M membrane and 6x MU-S_UFP as the feed stream. Four batches of increasing volume (5-8 L) were circulated through the module (0.0194 m²) at 1.5 LPM and a temperature difference of 30/60 °C.

After the experiments were performed the concentrate from each batch was collected for future use. Silica concentrations in the concentrate were measured at the end of each experiment. The samples were raised to pH 12 to dissolve silica colloids for measuring soluble SiO₂ using the HACH methods listed previously. When NaOH was added to the samples a floc was observed and the measured concentrations of silica were substantially lower than predicted concentrations (utilizing equations 1 and 2) as shown in Figure A4 in the appendix. Four samples of the concentrate were adjusted to pH 9-12 and compared to the initial sample (measured at pH 8) as shown in Figure 3-8a. As pH increases the floc becomes less dense as demonstrated by the increase in the size of the floc. The floc is most likely the result of silica aggregated to calcium and magnesium that occurs above pH 9 [58]. IC and ICP analysis was performed on the supernatant and the floc to confirm this hypothesis. The results are illustrated in Figure 3-8b. Concentrations of most ions were the same for both the supernatant and the floc except for...
silica, calcium and magnesium, which were substantially higher in the floc; therefore, confirming that aggregation was occurring.

![Image](image.jpg)

Figure 3-8. MD concentrate of 8x MU-SUFP at pH 8 and adjusted to pH 9-12 (left) (b) Concentrations of ions in the supernatant and the floc of the MD concentrate 8x MU-SUFP after 87% recovery.

After the MD, the concentrate was collected to use as feed in the UF. The goal for the future is to recover colloidal silica from the MD concentrate while also pretreating it for enhancing water recovery utilizing the MD. This initiates a cycle of recovering high quality water utilizing MD and recovering colloidal silica utilizing the UF.

3.4 Ultrafiltration

UF was implemented in the treatment scheme as a pretreatment step of the NF concentrate for MD and to recover colloidal silica. Results were analyzed based on the ability of the membrane to recover colloidal silica and maintain a sustainable operation. Cleaning frequency, permeability, and composition of ions in the feed and permeate were evaluated.

3.4.1 Determination of critical water flux

The critical flux of the 8x MU-S water was determined by comparing the permeability of the membrane utilizing deionized water to the permeability of the 8x MU-S as seen in Figure 3-9a, where the permeability of the membrane is defined as the slope of water flux over TMP (LMH/bar). The point where the permeability of the 8x MU-S water deviated from the pure water was estimated to be around a water flux of 10 LMH. This result is confirmed as illustrated in Figure 3-9b. The TMP at a flux of 10 LMH remains constant while at 15 LMH it substantially increases. Experiments were also performed utilizing higher cross-flow velocity (30 cm/s) (Figure A2 in the Appendix) to increase the critical flux. However, results exhibited no significant differences in critical flux; therefore, experiments were operated at 10 LMH.
Figure 3-9. (a) Water flux as a function of TMP and (b) water flux and TMP as a function of time. Feed water was circulated at 1 LPM, corresponding to cross flow velocity of 15 cm/s, for 10 minutes at each water flux from 5 to ~50 LMH utilizing a 0.0125 m$^2$ UF membrane module. Permeability of pure water (diamond) and 8x MU-S (circles) as feed.

3.4.2 Optimization of operating conditions

After the critical flux was determined, UF experiments with 10.5 L feed water batch were conducted utilizing a 0.0125 m$^2$ membrane module to optimize operating conditions for colloidal silica recovery. In the first experiment, automatic backwashing of the permeate was performed for 36 seconds at 80 LMH every 30 minutes as demonstrated in the fluctuations of TMP seen in Figure 3-10a. In the second experiment automatic backwashing (also for 36 seconds at 80 LMH) was triggered by TMP after every increase of 0.007 bar starting at 0.007 (0.1 psi) bar and progressing to 0.07 bar (1 psi). Backwash is demonstrated by the drop in the TMP. After 90% water recovery the TMP increased by 0.03 bar (0.4 psi) during the first experiment and by 0.06 bar (0.9 psi) during the second experiment. Pure water permeability of the membrane was measured at the start and end of each experiment and after CEB with NaOH (Figure 3-7b and d). In the first experiment the initial permeability of pure water was 611 LMH/bar, and it declined to 102 LMH/bar after 90% recovery. After CEB with 5 L NaOH solution at pH 10.5 the pure water permeability was recovered to 489 LMH/bar. In the second experiment the same membrane module was utilized with an initial pure water permeability of 489 MH/bar. After 90% water recovery was achieved, the pure water permeability decreased to 188 LMH/bar and was recovered to 379 LMH/bar after CEB (Figure 3-7c). Results from both experiments revealed that the TMP quickly increased to its original value after backwashing occurred signifying that the backwash did not have a substantial impact on maintaining the permeability of the membrane. This was also seen in the permeability tests performed at the end of the experiments; during the first experiment more frequent backwashing were triggered, resulting in lower water efficiency and therefore a longer operation time to achieve 90% water recovery (>10 hours) and a larger decrease in permeability (611 to 102 LMH/bar vs. 489 to 188 LMH/bar) compared to the second experiment. Based on these results it was concluded that automatic backwashing did not have a substantial impact on membrane performance and was not implemented for
future experiments. However, the CEB was able to recover the permeability from 102 LMH/bar to 489 LMH/bar after the first experiment and from 188 LMH/bar to 379 LMH/bar after the second experiment. These results indicate that operation is potentially sustainable for colloidal silica recovery when utilizing CEB.

Figure 3-10. (a) permeability tests performed before the experiment, after 90% recovery, and after CEB during the first test, (b) TMP as a function of time up to 90% water recovery with automatic backwashing every 30 minutes as demonstrated by the fluctuations during the first test (c) permeability tests performed before the experiment, after 90% recovery, and after CEB during the second test, and (d) TMP as a function of time up to 90% water recovery with automatic backwashing triggered by an increase in TMP during the second test. Backwash is seen by the drop in TMP to 0. Square symbols: original permeability, round symbols: permeability after pH 10.5 backwash, triangle symbols: permeability after 90% recovery.
3.4.3 UF colloidal silica concentration experiments

After potential sustainable membrane operation was demonstrated in the previous experiments, an experiment to recover the highest possible percent by weight of colloidal silica was performed utilizing the concentrate from the NF. 144 liters of 6x MU-S (as predicted by NF spiral wound experiments in section 3.2.4) was used as feed and concentrated utilizing two 0.025 m² UF membrane modules operated in parallel. The water flux was maintained at 10 LMH with a corresponding cross-flow velocity of 15 cm/s in each membrane. The pure water permeability of the membranes was measured separately for each module at the beginning of the experiment, and then before and after CEB. The results for module #2 are shown in Figure 3-8. The initial permeability of the membranes was approximately 1,249 LMH/bar. The first CEB was manually initiated after 85% water recovery (and 250 hours of operation) when the TMP increased from 0.09 bar to 0.16 bar. Results of the TMP as a function of time/water recovery are shown in Figure A-3 in the appendix. Before CEB, the pure water permeability had decreased to about 141 LMH/bar; however, after CEB the permeability was recovered to approximately 1,034 LMH/bar. The TMP decreased back to its initial pressure of 0.09 bar. The second CEB was performed after the TMP increased from 0.09 bar to 0.3 bar, and when 90% water recovery was achieved. The pure water permeability was 346 LMH/bar before CEB and 982 LMH/bar after CEB.

![Figure 3-11. Water flux as a function of TMP during UF testing with 144 liters of NF concentrate at 6x MU-S. Permeability tests with deionized water feed were conducted before the experiment, after 85 and 90% water recovery of 144 L was achieved, and after each CEB utilizing 5 L of a pH 12 NaOH solution. Feed was circulated at 15 cm/s cross-flow velocity at a constant temperature of 20±1 °C. The permeability of each 250 cm² module was tested separately but both had similar results.](image)

Similar to the results utilizing smaller batches of feed water, these results indicate that a sustainable operation of the UF (up to 90% water recovery) can be achieved on a larger volume scale when utilizing CEB. The total concentration of silica measured in the feed solution was 4,689 mg/L and the colloidal
concentration was 4,589 mg/L equating to approximately 0.5% weight of colloidal silica in 15 L of feed water. After the second CEB, to concentrate the colloidal silica was continued past 90% water recovery; however, the TMP started to increase immediately with an increase of 0.07 bar occurring within the first hour (Figure A-3 in the Appendix), indicating that 10 LMH was no longer the critical flux for this concentration. A third CEB was performed and the permeate flux was adjusted to 5 LMH. An additional 7 liters were recovered, increasing the total recovery to 95% and the TMP to 0.29 bar. Subsequently, a fourth CEB was performed and the subsequent pure water permeability of the membrane was 45 LMH/bar, a 48% decrease from the initial pure water permeability of 86 LMH/bar. This result and the frequent CEB that were performed after 90% water recovery indicated that concentration of colloidal silica past 0.5% weight utilizing the UF was not sustainable. One factor limiting the maximum concentration of colloidal silica in the UF was the low cross-flow velocity of 15 cm/s. Although doubling the cross-flow velocity did not affect the critical flux, in a report produced by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, cross-flow velocities as high as 335 cm/s (11 ft/sec) were necessary to achieve 20-30% silica by weight [34]. While this show feasibility of higher silica recovery, it comes with a higher energy cost to maintain such high crossflow velocity and its associated pressure.

Another limiting factor was the increase in viscosity of the feed. Between 90% and 95% water recovery large flocs were observed in the feed water as seen in Figure 3-9. The experiment was halted and a feed sample was collected for analysis. The supernatant was decanted from the floc and each solution was tested separately utilizing Hach SiO$_2$ methods, IC, ICP, and particle analysis.

![Feed water after 95% water recovery before separating floc and supernatant (left) and separated floc (right).](image)

Samples of the UF feed were also drawn at the beginning of the experiment and at 25, 50, 75 and 90% water recovery. Silica concentrations were predicted using Equations 1, 2, and 5 and compared to
measured concentrations utilizing the Hach SiO$_2$ HR methods (Figure 3-10). The initial concentration of total silica was measured in the feed stream at 530 mg/L and colloidal silica was 420 mg/L. Based on equation 2, the concentration of total silica in the feed after 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90% water recovery was predicted to be 667 mg/L, 938 mg/L, 1,842 mg/L, and 4,165 mg/L, respectively. Measured concentrations were 800 mg/L, 1,000 mg/L, 2,000 mg/L, and 4,000 mg/L. Rejection of silica was maintained by the membranes above 97%, increasing to 99.6% at 90% water recovery; however, at 95% recovery, silica rejection was measured at 93% and accounted for in the predicted concentration of colloidal silica in the feed, resulting in a concentration of 4,721 mg/L. Yet, the measured concentration of colloidal silica was 2,360 mg/L. Rejection tests utilizing bentonite were performed and rejection of the membranes were measured at 99% indicating that the integrity of the membranes was not compromised. A test measuring the rejection of colloidal silica at a lower concentration also demonstrated 98% rejection, indicating that another mechanism was affecting the decrease in rejection of silica at the high concentrations.

![Figure 3-13](image.png)

**Figure 3-13.** Total and colloidal silica concentrations as a function of water recovery. Concentrations were compared to the predicted values utilizing mass balance and equations 1, 2, and 5 and the initial measured feed concentrations of total and colloidal silica.

Measured values closely matched the predicted values of total and colloidal silica with an increase in concentration at each water recovery up to 90%. However, between 90% and 95% water recovery a substantial amount of total and colloidal silica was lost. Predicted concentrations account for the decrease of rejection that was also observed at 95% water recovery. Therefore, the loss of silica concentration was most likely due to the deposition of gel seen on the membranes, the floc formed in the feed solution, and increased frequency of backwashing events. These results are both indicators of different mechanisms of colloidal formation as affected by pH and other salts present in the water. When colloidal silica at pH 8 is in solution at a high salt content for longer than one day, a viscous gel is formed [40]. Further analysis of the gel utilizing SEM and EDS, was conducted to confirm this hypothesis.

CEB loosened the gel and it was physically recovered from the UF modules. The product was freeze-dried and analyzed using SEM and EDS as illustrated in Figure 3-11. SEM results revealed that the
product recovered from the membrane was solid block shape about 1 mm in size at 100x magnification. A smooth surface was observed on the outside, which is explained by the migration of fine particles to the outside surface due to drying mechanisms [59]. Broken pieces of gel exposed a rough surface with high porosity, which is characteristic of colloidal silica gel [59]. The maximum obtainable magnification of this instrument was 10,000x (10 µm scale); however, this corresponds with a significant decrease in the resolution and results were discarded. EDS results also confirmed that substantial silica weight was accumulated in the gel because oxygen and silica were the dominant constituents, making up 97.5% of the solids on the membrane. The remaining gel was retrieved from the membrane, dried overnight, and weighed at 3.33 grams. However, this value was included in the mass balance predicting a total silica concentration of 6,940 mg/L, which was still substantially higher than the measured total silica concentration of 2,500 mg/L. Therefore, the ion composition and concentration of the floc was necessary to establish the amount of silica that was lost due to frequent cleaning compared to the true concentration recovered in the floc.

![SEM micrograph at 100x magnification and EDS chromatograph of a silica gel recovered from the UF membrane modules after 95% recovery. The gel was freeze dried for 24 hours before analysis.](a) SEM micrograph at 100x magnification and (b) EDS chromatograph of a silica gel recovered from the UF membrane modules after 95% recovery. The gel was freeze dried for 24 hours before analysis.

The floc was unable to be re-dissolved into deionized water and was observed sticking to the sides of sample vials, therefore multiple analyses were conducted to determine the composition including IC and ICP and particle size analysis. 40 mL samples were also collected at 75% water recovery for particle size and composition analysis. Particle size results are shown in Figure 3-12a and indicated that there was no difference in size between the supernatant after 95% water recovery and the feed after 75% water recovery, both having an average particle size of 0.18 µm and a standard deviation of 0.04 µm and 0.06 µm, respectively.

The floc after 95% recovery had slightly larger particles, with an average particle size of 0.19 µm and a standard deviation of 0.2 µm. This indicates that a different particle is formed in the floc. This is most likely due to the formation of silica colloids and aggregating with other ions present in the feed such as magnesium and calcium [40, 58]. Particle size analysis was also performed on the initial feed water of the UF (6x MU-S). The average particle size was 0.29 µm with a standard deviation of 0.13 µm. Particles in
the 6x MU-S water obtained from the UF have substantially larger particle size due to the lower concentration of silica. As silica concentration increases nucleation increases with particles beginning to agglomerate above 1000 mg/L [60, 61]. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) will be required to obtain photomicrographs of particles of this size. IC and ICP results are necessary to determine the purity of the floc.

![Graph of particle size analysis](image)

Figure 3-15. Particle size analysis of silica in 6x MU-S, after 75% water recovery, and after 95% water recovery (supernatant and floc) for the UF concentration experiments.

The composition of the feed water after 75 and 90% water recovery was compared to the initial composition of the feed. After 95% water recovery a floc was observed in the feed, and concentrations of both the floc and the supernatant were measured. Total silica concentrations increased substantially between the initial feed water and after 75 and 90% water recovery (530 mg/L to 2,180 mg/L and to 4,690 mg/L); however, a substantial decrease in silica concentration was observed after 95% water recovery. Concentrations of the other constituents were maintained in the feed despite concentrating the feed by 4 and 10 times as presented in Table 3-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na⁺</th>
<th>K⁺</th>
<th>Mg²⁺</th>
<th>Ca²⁺</th>
<th>Ba²⁺</th>
<th>Cl⁻</th>
<th>SO₄²⁻</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1,379</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1,088</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>2,168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1,227</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>4,689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% (S)</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1,058</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>2,981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% (F)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1,077</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>3,413</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1. Water quality of the 8x MU-S UF feed water after 0%, 75%, 90%, and 95% water recovery, measured using IC and ICP methods. 95% water recovery was separated into two samples based on composition: supernatant 95% (S) and floc 95% (F). Concentrations were measured in mg/L.

IC and ICP results of the supernatant and the floc recovered after 95% water recovery showed similar concentrations with slightly higher concentrations of silica, magnesium, and calcium in the floc, indicating that between 90 and 95% water recovery colloidal silica began to aggregate. These results also indicate
that substantial mass of silica and potassium was lost to the frequent cleaning between 90 and 95% recovery.

Relative (%) composition of ions present initially in the feed and after 75 and 90% water recovery, are illustrated in Figure 3-13. Initially, approximately 75% of the feed was made up of other ions with chloride accounting for approximately 45% of total composition; however, as water recovery increased, the relative composition of silica increased from 24% of the total ions to 53% of the total ions after 75% water recovery, and to 70% of the total ions after 90% water recovery. While concentrations of colloidal silica were increasing with recovery, concentrations of other ions were remaining constant. The rejection of all ions by the UF is presented in Figure 3-13b. The rejection of silica was substantially higher (97%) compared to the rejection of the other ions (<15%). Rejection of barium, magnesium, sodium, and sulfate were under 5%, while the rejection of calcium and chloride was under 10%. Therefore, most of the ions were passing through the membrane into the permeate while rejecting the silica to return to the feed. These results indicate that as water recovery increases, the purity of silica colloids also increases.

Figure 3-16. (a) % composition of all ions in the UF feed water after 75% and 90% water recovery. (b) UF rejection of all ions in the feed water after 90% water recovery.
A three-system desalination treatment scheme combining NF, UF, and MD was investigated for the treatment of geothermal make-up water containing high silica concentrations. A model to predict the concentration of silica occurring on the membrane surface of the NF was successfully validated utilizing different water recoveries and concentrations of silica in the concentrate. The model predicted optimal operating conditions to maximize water recovery of the NF (83%) while also mitigating hard silica scale due to concentration polarization; therefore, effectively confirming the assumption of sustainable operation. The model would be further strengthened by applying the conditions in future experiments for long-term continuous operation. Future experiments applying higher temperatures to the NF feed could also be utilized to achieve higher water recovery without compromising the integrity of the NF membrane.

Following NF, UF pre-treatment of the NF concentrate for use in the MD was proven to effectively reduce silica scaling at supersaturation concentrations. The UF was also successful in separating colloidal silica from other salts in the geothermal water for extraction. The final products were a silica gel and 0.5% weight colloidal silica, which are both of market value. Market demand for silica gel is growing; however, purifying the silica further utilizing methods such as diafiltration would substantially increase the market value. Future experiments utilizing UF membranes with a smaller pore size could increase the rejection of smaller silica colloids; therefore, increasing the concentration to 1% weight and subsequently increase the value. This could also allow for direct recycling of the UF permeate to the NF. Substantially increasing the cross-flow velocity will increase the sustainable concentration factor. Applying CEB of the UF effectively maintained the integrity of the membranes up to 90% water recovery, therefore proving sustainable operation with colloidal silica.

The final process in the treatment scheme was MD. As mentioned above, the UF pretreatment of the NF concentrate substantially improved the performance of the MD membrane therefore proving an effective increase in the total water recovery of the three-system design. Future experiments continuously recycling the MD concentrate into the UF and the UF permeate into the MD could eliminate a liquid discharge and result in higher amounts of colloidal silica for extraction. Further experiments are also necessary to determine a sustainable recovery of the MD. However, if 65-80% water recovery on the MD is proven for long term operation, coupling it with 83% water recovery from the NF and 90% water recovery from the UF, the three-systems will demonstrate a total water recovery of 93-95%. This is substantially higher than the 63% that is currently achieved in the cooling tower. These results demonstrate that with pretreatment and mineral recovery, silica scaling can be mitigated and high-quality water can be obtained in a sustainable process for use in the geothermal cooling towers. Cost analysis, including energy offsets from utilizing the low-grade geothermal heat and cost offsets from the recovered silica will determine the viability of this three-tier treatment scheme on a larger scale.
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Figure A-1. Integrity of each membrane before and after model validation experiments. Integrity tests were operated at 3 LPM, 20.7 bar and 20 ºC utilizing a 2,000 mg/L NaCl solution.

Figure A-2. The permeability of UF membrane (0.025 m$^2$) utilizing pure water (squares) and 8x MU-S (circles). Feed water was circulated at 2 LPM, corresponding cross flow velocity of 30 cm/s, for 10 minutes at each water flux from 5-50 LMH.
Figure A-3. TMP based on water recovery and time utilizing 144 L of 6x MU-S. The experiment was performed utilizing two (0.0250 m^2) modules in parallel. Feed was circulated at 2 LPM corresponding to 15 cm/s cross-flow velocity of each module. CEB backwashing was performed after 85% water recovery and after 90% water recovery demonstrated by the drop in TMP.
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Figure A-4. Measured and predicted concentrations of silica in the MD feed. Experiments were performed utilizing one 3M membrane and 6x MU-S_{UFP} as the feed stream. Four batches of increasing volume (5-8 L) were circulated through the module (0.0194 m^2) at 1.5 LPM and a temperature difference of 30/60 °C.
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